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Focus and Scope

Al-Balqa` Journal for scientific research and studies is a peer-refereed research journal published by the Deanship of Graduate Studies and Academic Research, Al-Ahliyya Amman University, in yearly volumes of two issues. Al-Balqa` Journal for scientific research and studies publishes original scientific works of researchers in Humanities, Education, Economics, Administrative Sciences, Accounting and Islamic Studies fields in Arabic or English.

Journal Objectives

The main objective of Al-Balqa` Journal for scientific research and studies is to disseminate and publish scientific research and studies in the field of humanities and social sciences, in addition to meeting the needs of researchers and students at the national, regional and international levels in the above mentioned field.

Submission of Manuscripts and Process of Publications:

1. The Journal is committed to publishing original high quality scholarly research papers that provide solid insights into all aspects of Human and Social Sciences. The authors imply that it has not been published previously, nor has it been simultaneously submitted or published elsewhere and that authors have obtained the necessary authority for publication. Submission of manuscripts also implies that the authors agree that the copyright for their article is
transferred to the publisher if and when the article is accepted for publication. The copyright covers the exclusive rights to reproduce and distribute the article by all means. This transfer will ensure the widest possible dissemination of information. The authors will be required to submit a statement confirming the above conditions. In case plagiarism, misuse of published articles, and/or illegal distribution of research papers is/are proven, Al-Balqa` Journal for scientific research and studies will take a legal procedure so as to prevent such unethical action.

2. The language of the manuscript must be in Arabic or English. The length of the paper should not exceed 8000 words, inclusive of figures, tables, appendixes and a 150 word abstract: one in Arabic and another in English.

3. The Author submits one original and three copies of the manuscript, accompanied by a compact disk (CD), one copy including the title page (Title of the manuscript, Author’s names and affiliations, Corresponding author), the other two copies are without the title page, and the Author is required to send another copy through the Journal email.

4. The Editorial Board will notify the author on receiving his manuscript which will in turn be sent for blind review to highly specialized referees in the same field.

5. All manuscripts submitted to Al-Balqa` Journal for scientific research and studies will be reviewed by experts in the field; the Journal uses double-blinded review according to the criteria used by the Journal.

6. The manuscript evaluation will be done by academic experts in the field. If changes or corrections are needed, the authors will be requested to do them within two weeks. If that is not done; however, the Journal will not accept the manuscript for publications.

7. After acceptance, Authors will receive proofs which they are requested to correct and return as soon as possible. At the time of proofreading, only printer’s errors may be corrected; no changes in, nor addition to the edited manuscripts will be accepted.

8. If the manuscript is not accepted for publication, the Editorial Board will notify the author with no obligation to return the paper to its author.

9. The Journal has the authority to delete, reduce or edit certain structures or statements to meet the Journal’s policy and style in publication.

10. The author has no right to withdraw his paper while in the process of publication, otherwise, he should submit a written statement asking for the
withdrawal of his paper, in which case he is fully responsible to recompense all the costs paid till that point including the fees paid to the referees.

11. The author will pay no fees as a result of publishing his manuscript; and will have no financial claims when his paper is published.

12. The editorial Board will notify the author if his paper is accepted and that it will appear in the forthcoming issues.

13. The author will receive one copy of the Journal which includes his paper with ten off-prints free of charge.

14. All rights are reserved by the University after the appearance of the papers in its Journal. No use of the paper nor part(s) of it is allowed anywhere without an authorized permit from the University.

15. The editorial Board will destroy all relevant papers after the paper appears in the Journal; the author will have no claims after that.

The Manuscript Preparation

Title page
Each manuscript requires a separate title page including: Full title (maximum 25 words), Author details (including contact details for corresponding author and a maximum of 3 qualifications per author), Author affiliations (maximum of 3 per author) and job titles and Acknowledgements if needed.

Style
Manuscripts must be typewritten on A4 paper on one side of the sheet with double line spacing and wide margins (at least 2.5 cm on all four sides). The text font for Arabic manuscript is (13) Simplified Arabic, and (12) for English manuscript Times New Roman. Major titles are typed in bold (Font 14).

Structure
Authors should adhere to the following order of presentation: Article title, Author(s), Affiliation(s), Abstract (in English and in Arabic), Key Words, Funding Resources if applicable, Main text (Introduction and background; Literature
Review; Methodology; Results; Discussion; Conclusions and Recommendations), Acknowledgements, Appendices, References and Figure captions and Tables.

**Title**

Title should be concise and informative. Try to avoid abbreviations and formulae where possible. Do not exceed 20 words and use font 14 bold.

**Tables**

Present tables each one in a separate page, with a number and title, and refer to the place of each table in the text. Document any used table from another source in the end of the table.

**Figures**

- There should be an indication in the contents showing the place of each figure.
- As for the blends and contents of the figures, they should be typed on a separate sheet.
- There should be a reference to the suitable location of the figures on the margin of the foot-note.
- The statistic figures should clearly specify the needed information.
- The sketches and their figures should be shown on a separate sheet(s) with their exact numbers.
- The sizes of the figures and tables should not exceed (A4) liable to be minimized to half or one 3rd of the original size.

**Foot-notes:**

Foot-notes should be numbered consecutively; each number should be included between two parentheses typed on a separate sheet according to their occurrences in content. The reference, the number of the volume (if exists) and page number should be mentioned.

Quotations or comments on materials in the paper should also be considered here.

**References and Bibliography**
In the text, references should be cited using superscript Arabic numerals in the order in which they appear. If cited only in tables or figure legends, number them according to the first identification of the table or figure in the text. In the reference list, the references should be numbered and listed in order of appearance in the text.
Cite the names of all authors when there are six or fewer; when more than seven, list the first three followed by *et al*.

**References should be listed in the following form:**

- **Book:** Author(s) – Family name followed by the first name, Multiple authors are separated by a comma. Title of book. Edition of book if published later than 1st edition. Place of Publication: Publisher’s Name; Year of Publication.
- **Journal Articles:** Author(s) – Family name followed by the first name. Multiple authors separated by a comma. Title of article. Title of journal – abbreviated Publication year, month and day (month & day only if available); volume(issue):pages
- **Thesis or a dissertation:** Author's last name, followed by the first name, Title of the thesis or dissertation, the university, city, country and year of publication.
- **Reports and other Government publications:** Author(s). Title of report. Place of publication: Publisher; Date of publication – year and month if applicable. Total number of pages if applicable e.g. 24 pages. Report No. (if applicable).
- **Electronic Material:** Author. Title of publication [type of medium – Internet]. Place of publication (if available): Publisher (if available); Date of publication – year, month and day (supply year if month and day are not available) [updated year, month and day; cited year, month and day]. Available from: web address.
- **When using Arabic and Islamic terms in the research, they should be typed in Latin letters in accordance with the system used by the Islamic encyclopedia.**
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